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movement as one entity.The path to integration
is cooperation. We need to be able to
cooperate better with each other. Those who
are better endowed and better equipped should
show solidarity towards the others.
Now, for this to really happen and take shape
in an orderly manner, one needs to have the
right kind of  leadership, committed to this
ideal, not only at the country level, but also
within the institutions that are set up to
translate this policy concretely. The right
people in the right place: this is what is most
important!
The way forward is the course traced in the
Abuja Treaty. We do not have to reinvent the
wheel. All that we need to do is to fine-tune
whatever is required to make it more
responsive to the present circumstances. This
requires that we be ambitious. However, while
it is commendable to be ambitious, one needs
to have the commensurate resources to attain
the objective of  that ambition, failing which
it will remain but an unattainable dream.
While we need not forsake our dream, we
have nonetheless to cut our cloth according
to our size! We therefore have to be realistic.
One just cannot embark on a journey strewn
with multiple unknown obstacles without first
adequately planning that journey to ensure
that the final destination is reached with as
few mishaps as possible. The vision for an
integrated Africa, both on the political and
economic fronts, is a lofty ideal. What form
it is given and it takes is equally important.
But surely, this cannot happen overnight. The
earlier we accept this fact, the better we will
be armed in our endeavour to reach our
objective. It is worth repeating that we need
at all times to focus on the fact that the
ultimate beneficiaries of  our collective efforts
are our peoples and they need to find
expressions for their expectations in such
efforts.
Care must be exercised that we do not fall
into the trap of doing things simply to
emulate others who are following a certain
path at a given pace dictated by their particular
circumstances. Our actions must be based on
well-calculated and properly researched
strategies. And such strategies have to respond
to the aspirations of  our peoples, and the
aspirations themselves must be based on the
vision developed for their advancement.
There is no other way!
In Africa today, there is a consensus on major
policy issues. But this policy consensus exists
in a vacuum as far as the strategic objectives
of  development are concerned. There has
been too much concern about keeping the
policy ship afloat and too little attention to
commitment to its direction and destination.
My goal has been to revisit the pan-African
vision for an integrated and prospering region
as the destination towards which the policy
ship should be steered. This vision has been
given concrete expression in the Abuja Treaty
as well as in the instruments that informed
the emergence of  the African Union. The
challenge is to our development partners who
should take advantage of  the changing
investment climate in Africa and the
opportunities that present themselves. We
should collectively repudiate the feeling of
afro-pessimism that has pervaded the
continent. The invitation is to our leaders and
our development partners to pool efforts in
a spirit of  genuine partnership predicated on
mutual accountability to work for the
prosperity of  the continent in the larger
interest of  our peoples.
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???????Making Regional Integration Work in Africa:
A Reflection on Strategies and Institutional
Requirements?
KMD, ACBF: I would like to begin our interview by
asking for your crisp reflection on the issue of regional
integration in Africa, its historical context, progress,
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Would you then say that the issue is partly that the
continent lacks the political will to move forward with
it, combined with a lack of ownership at the broader
continental level? And that maybe a few elites are
speaking for the majority?
Ambassador Makhan: ???? ??????????????????
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I think that is definitely a key question!
Ambassador Makhan: ??? ????? ??? ?????????????
?????? ??????????????? ???????????????????????
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????????????????? ???????????? ??? ?????? ??????
??????
It appears therefore that our policymakers understand
the value of integration but, for whatever reason, they
also are bent on protecting their turfs! Why?
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When you speak of  a new mindset, what exactly are
you referring to?
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So, it appears that we need to broaden the dialogue?
Relatedly, what about our African institutions, do they
have a role to play?
Ambassador Makhan:? ?????? ?????????????????
??????? ??? ???????????????? ??????? ??? ??? ???
???????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????
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Based on our dialogue so far, is it accurate to say that
you are in favour of  an incremental process. We do
things one-step at a time and let things snowball
gradually?
Ambassador Makhan:???????????????????????? ?
????????????????? ??? ? ???????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????
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How then can Africa move forward? How do we make
it become a reality?
Ambassador Makhan:? ??? ??????? ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Is it that our leaders have just turned a blind eye to the
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If Africa is unwilling to venture into new markets or
change the status quo, what then is the way forward?
What should be done?
Ambassador Makhan: ? ?? ???????????????? ???
?? ?? ????????? ????? ?????????????????????????
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To what extent, in your opinion, is the lack of
institutional convergence on the continent a contributing
factor to our inability to forge ahead with integration?
Ambassador Makhan: ????????????? ???? ??
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Would you say that our development partners are
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Is it an unfair partnership?
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So, is it a lack of political will or the fact that we just
do not follow through on our actions?
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As you crisply conclude in your book, Africans have
to make this place one that they want and only then
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What would you consider your major achievements at
the OAU, then at the AU? What would you have
done differently, if  you were to revisit your tenure?
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The AU, as its predecessor the OAU, faces chronic
funding challenges. What in your opinion are the
reforms required to enable the AU achieve a long-term
financial sustainability? What happened to the
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relatively low levels and often not paid as and
when due. Many Member States fall into arrears
with the payment of  their contributions. The
low level assessed contributions and the arrears
of payment have often been attributed to the
prevalence of  poverty in Member States.
However, I do not believe that there is any
African country that is so poor that it cannot
make a fair contribution to the adequate
financing and to the success of the premier
continental Organisation to which it belongs.
What has been lacking has been the political
will on the part of the Member States to put
their money where their mouth is.
The irony of the situation is that some of the
countries that are in arrears in the payment of
contributions to the AU meet their financial
obligations to other international organisations
without delay. Part of  the problem in the
failure of Member States to meet their financial
obligations to the OAU/AU can be ascribed
to the fact that agreed sanctions against
payment defaulters are hardly implemented by
the Organisation, though, of late, I understand
that that situation has changed for the better.
The failure of Member States to make adequate
contributions to the financing of  the OAU/
AU may also be linked to the widespread
perception that the Organisation is irrelevant
to solving the pressing problems of poverty
in the Member States, that there is very little to
show for the limited contributions made to it,
and that both the administrative and the
financial management of the Organisation are
inefficient. A major challenge facing the AU is
to put in place appropriate measures to
improve its performance and change the
negative perception of its relevance,
effectiveness and efficiency as a development
institution. During my tenure as Assistant
Secretary General/Interim Commissioner, I
tried my best, with a certain degree of  success,
to improve the internal administrative and
financial procedures of the Organisation and
to sensitise the Member States on the relevance
of its programmes to their development. If
the Member States are to claim ownership of
the AU and its programmes, their assessed
contributions must be an important source of
the funding. However, the long-term financial
sustainability of the Organisation will depend
on its ability to mobilise its own sources of
financing, independent of the assessed
contributions of  the Member States. Again,
while I was still with the OAU/AU, some ideas
on alternative sources of financing the
Organisation were generated. Such alternative
sources include a small community levy or tax
to be imposed on imports into Africa from
the rest of the world, a tax on air travel to and
from Africa, and a continental value added tax.
These proposals are still on the table and are
receiving, so I am told, the attention of the
various organs of the Organisation. What is
required to move from the level of idea to that
of implementation and reality is the mustering
of the necessary political will.
Thanks for another day of insightful dialogue.
Tomorrow, we can focus on the issue of  partners and
conflict. I will also interrogate our conversation over
the past two days for issues that require follow-up.
Ambassador Makhan: No problem. We can
surely do that. But, let me say to wrap up our
dialogue that as long as we do not address the
issue of conflicts comprehensively and rid our
countries of those pockets of tension that
erupt into bloody confrontations every so now
and again, there is not much that we can achieve.
As I have said in my book, referred to earlier,
without peace there can be no development
and without development peace cannot be
durable! How can we go about talking about a
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What do you consider the major political governance
challenges in Africa? Can the AU realistically address
them even within the context of the African Peer Review
Mechanism?
Ambassador Makhan: ?????????? ?????????
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an honest and transparent manner, and, the
reviewed countries effectively implement the
reports and recommendations, the APRM can
indeed serve as a major instrument for the






??????????????????? ?The development and
integration challenges confronting Africa are
indeed enormous. In spite of  the recent
improvement in the economic growth
performance of  many African countries,
poverty on the continent is still on the increase
and, as indicated in UN Millennium
Development Report, Africa runs the risk of
not achieving the MDGs by the target date of
2015. I think the main focus of our efforts in
the next five years is to put in place measures
that will ensure that this prediction does not
come true, and, that will prove the sceptics
wrong, that Africa is not a doomed continent.
My experience at the OAU/AU leaves me in
no doubt as to the contributions that regional
integration can make to meet the challenges
of  development in Africa. For too long,
however, we have paid lip service to the
promotion of regional integration. This is
evident from the slow progress posted by the
RECs in making integration an important
factor in the growth and development of their
Member States. The limited progress in the
implementation of  the Treaty Establishing the
African Economic Community is also
indicative of the lack of commitment to the
process of regional integration in Africa. I
think that, if we are to make any significant
indent in our march towards integration in the
next five years, we should do things differently.
It cannot and should not be business as usual.
The issue of the rationalisation of the RECs
needs to be speedily addressed and the building
of  regional infrastructure for greater
interconnectivity should go hand in hand with
the promotion of the liberalisation of intra-
regional trade. There is also an urgent need to
engage the peoples of our continent and ensure
their full mobilisation in the creation of an
integrated Africa.
I had earlier referred to the recent
improvement in the growth performance of
many African countries. There are two major
factors in this development: the policy reforms
which are leading to better political and
economic governance, and the boom in
commodity markets. In the next five years, we
must ensure that there is no reversal of the
gains in policy reforms and governance. The
remaining pockets of conflict and instability
on the continent must be addressed so that
Africa can soon become a conflict-free zone
and can focus only on the issues of
development.The commodity boom-induced
growth indicates the importance of trade as
an engine of growth and development. I think,
in the next five years, Africa should put greater
efforts into the mainstreaming of trade into
development and to improving its share of
global trade. This will require the development
of  an appropriate strategy for export
diversification and achievement of greater
value addition to our natural resources. It will
also require concerted and united efforts to
remove the imbalances against Africa in the
global trading system. In this regard, ensuring
that the outcomes of  the current EPA and
WTO negotiations take adequate account of
the development concerns and interests of
Africa must be of  great priority.
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